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FUTURE MEETINGS
September will be our AGM to be held in rooms 5/6 (where we used to meet)
starting at 7.30 on Thursday 8th September.
Steve has sent out an e-mail message to all our Wing members regarding the
important decision needed to be made at this meeting about our status within the
LAA.
Whether you will be attending or not please the read documents he attached to
his message and be prepared to vote on whether we will become a LAA "club" or
not. If you can’t attend then please let Steve to Mary know your wishes via e-mail
by Thursday 8th. This decision means we either become fully part of the LAA or
become further distanced from them and may not use "LAA" in our name. We
may however then apply to the board to become "affiliated" to the LAA.
As well as the above debate we are looking for a Wing member with an interest in
LAA matters to become our representative at National Council (NC) so our new
rep will be appointed at the Wing AGM on 8th September.
The minutes of last year’s AGM are attached to this document for Wing members
to review them before the meeting and thus enable them to be taken as read and
quickly approved so that the business in hand can proceed as swiftly as possible.
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For your diary: our October meeting on the 5th will be a presentation by Mike
Armstrong and Ian Tadd on ’Unusual engines’ as a follow-on from the link in last
month’s newsletter on the AVEC-Axial-Vector-Engine.
Steve has arranged for Manuel Queiroz to speak to us at our November meeting
following the release of his new book ‘Chasing the Morning Sun’. Those of us
who have heard Manuel’s talks know what a wonderful turn of phrase he has and
his very subtle, witty humour promises an entertaining and enlightening evening.
Book the date in your diary for Wednesday 2nd November.
Bristol Aero Club have had to postpone their September AGM to their December
7th meeting.
This means we will now run our joint Christmas quiz on the following evening
Thursday 8th December in rooms 5/6. We will move extra chairs in to
accommodate everyone from both clubs. Trevor has again kindly offered to be
quiz master.
During the Christmas Quiz evening we will also be counting the nominations for
the Wing Member who will receive the Ian Leader Trophy for Services to Bristol
Wing. There will be a nomination form included in the December newsletter but
this is a reminder to start thinking about who you feel most deserving to receive
the trophy this year.
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Treasurer/Membership Sec:
Gordon Pritt
01934 622795
e-mail:
gordon pritt@talktalk net
Newsletter distribution:
Mary Leader
01275 541572
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Editorial address:
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Stockwood, BRISTOL
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Where to go…
Free landing vouchers for September in:

Flyer Magazine: Causeway, City Airport Barton, Dundee, Fenland, North Coates and Sturgate,
Pilot Magazine: Beccles, Blackpool, Cambridge and Sandtoft,
Sat/Sun 10/11th September St Omer, France see: http://acsto.free.fr/ for more information and contact details.
Sunday 18th September Lower Upham Farm Fly -In PPR Essential and can be
obtained on the following numbers: 01793 791517(Office Hours)
On the day 07748 105177 / 07788 687591 / 07990 976393 Safety Com135.475
Visit website www.laawiltshireflyers.co.uk for Airfield noise abatement and circuit
procedures

Snippets

Flying is the second
greatest thrill
known to Man.
Landing is the first!

Share in aircraft wanted
New wing member Bryan Rawlings has written in to say that, owing to the relocation of the aircraft in which he has
a share , he is now looking to either join an already established group in the Bristol/Bath area or possibly join
together with others to form a new group. If anyone knows of either a share or a suitable aircraft for sale Bryan can
be contacted by e-mail at: bryan@bryanrawlings.com .
Bryan says: I would be very interested in buying a share in any group flying from a location in the Bristol/Bath area (I

live at Keynsham). Virtually any type of group A aircraft. I just want to FLY!

Heard through the grape-vine
Some excellent news from Goodwood, now confirmed by the Gwd GA Manager, is that to encourage increased use
of the aerodrome by vintage and classic aircraft landing fees are now waived for private aircraft constructed pre1966.
The normal fee currently would be £18.07 for any visiting aircraft, so this is a quite significant concession.
The only caveats: touch and goes are still chargeable, and the concession does not apply to event days
PPR by phone (01243 755061) is required, but the good news is Hi-Viz jackets are definitely not !!!
Goodwood is a great place to visit. There is a lot to do and see in the local area, and without leaving the aerodrome
the motor race track is
frequently active and
the club restaurant is a
cut above the usual
airport cafe.

Photo doing the
rounds at the
moment!
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Quiz
Last month’s picture:

Question: The motive power for what flying
machine?
Extra points for any alternative names for the flying
machine

Answer: Compressed air launch tube ramp for V1
cruise missile.

Extra points for:
Fieseler Fi 103
Vergeltungswaffe
Doodlebug
A great response this time with correct answers
received from:
Pete White: Launch ramp for a Fiesler FZG 76 (V1)
(perhaps the more common name was a doodlebug)
and possibly located at the Imperial Museum at Duxford. (Location not the one Graham mentioned
though)

Nigel Phillips: launching ramp for the V1, doddle bug, or terror weapon.
It could well be the one located at La Coupole in North France, it was an inclined plane rocket assisted take off for the pulsed engined unmanned flying bomb. (Location not the one Graham mentioned though)

Alan George: a flying bomb launching ramp. Then alternative names; V1, Vergeltungswaffe 1, German codename cherry stone,
model Fieseler Fi-103, Allied codename diver and commonly doodle bug.

Dave Hall: a launcher for a V1 Doodlebug, or Buzz-bomb. They were launched from ramps and had to be accelerated fast
enough for the ramjet or pulse jet to work. Apparently, the launcher was like a steam catapult, generated from hydrogen peroxide and potassium permanganate, but I had to look that bit up! Dave says: The launcher looks like old Brunel's atmospheric railway from the 1800's ! There's nothing new under the sun.
And of course our Quiz-master Trevor came up with all the answers:
Launcher for Fiesler Fi 103, also known as V1 (Vergeltungswaffe 1 -retaliation weapon 1); "Doodlebug"; "Buzz Bomb"; Maikäfer
(May bug); Krähe (crow); Kirschkern (cherry stone)
When the editor researched the location of La Coupole that website mentioned the V2 but Graham has verified the exact answer:
For the benefit of our erudite readers, the device in question is definitely part of a V1 launch
ramp.
The V1 'Doodlebug' had a pulse jet engine. This
required ram air to function, so the launch technique was to throw it into the air up an inclined
ramp propelled by compressed gas.
The V2 was launched vertically under its own
rocket power. It was stabilised at this phase by
a tower/crane, that lifted it from the horizontal
to the vertical position.
The photo was taken not at La Cupole, but
about ten miles north at the Blockhaus of Eperleques.
This was a massive concrete bunker built by
slave labour, but abandoned before completion.
It is now open to the public in the summer.
For those interested, the accompanying photo
shows the German WW" V1, V2 and V3 launch
sites and type of installation.
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Quiz
This month we have a couple of pictures:
Another one from Graham..
What is it?

And one from our Co-ordinator Steve:
Name the aircraft and also
where was the photo taken?

Let’s keep up the great response from last month…...
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Thanks to Frank Bond for sending us this interesting article written by By Irene Klotz and first

published Sun, Jul 03 11:15 AM EDT by Reuters

I have watched as space shuttles nosedive toward the runway more than 100
times, knowing that there are no engines available to carry them back into
the sky if something goes wrong. When the ships glide home in a quiet
countermove to their thunderous lift-off, it is not without drama. Flawless
touchdowns have come to seem routine since the inaugural shuttle flight in
April 1981 but they are not a given. Landing safely is an overarching goal as
NASA prepares for its final space shuttle mission -- and that is why Atlantis
commander Chris Ferguson recently buckled in for his 1,400th or so practice
run in a Shuttle Training Aircraft (STA).
I recently was among three reporters invited aboard the modified Gulfstream
business jet that was a stand-in in for the shuttle on one of Ferguson's last
training runs at the Kennedy Space Center in Florida. It was a rare chance to
travel aboard a NASA aircraft, let alone one piloted by shuttle astronauts.
"It's a clean airplane, it likes to glide and it has good thrust," said veteran astronaut Ken Cockrell, who served as Ferguson's instructor. "We have to ruin all that to make it fly like a shuttle."
Our aircraft soared out over the Atlantic Ocean through the calm, moonless sky for Ferguson's first approach. The former TOP
GUN Navy pilot was to make nine practice landings for the training run, bringing his STA training tally to somewhere in the
neighborhood of 1,400 -- plus one actual shuttle landing. The repetition is necessary because the shuttle drops through the air
like a brick due to stubby wings that favor the aerodynamics of launch over landing.
"You don't fly your first (shuttle) flight until you've had 500 (STA) approaches," Cockrell said. "It's a dog-training routine. You do it
many, many times until it becomes like the back of your hand."
At about 20,000 feet, I felt a gentle push out of my seat, a tantalizing sample of microgravity like the lift you get at the peak of a
roller coaster ride. Then we plunged toward the ground. The horizon, a thin ribbon of tangerine light left by the setting sun,
twisted sideways in my window. Though we were warned about motion sickness, I felt only glee. Ferguson was heading toward
the shuttle's runway, a three-mile (5-km) concrete landing strip ringed by canals in the marshlands around the Kennedy Space
Center.
HIGH-SPEED LANDINGS
Though the runway was illuminated by xenon floodlights, they were useless at high altitude. Instead, the pilot relied on other
visual cues and navigation aids laid out along two pathways home -- one coming from the southeast, which ends on Runway 33,
and one from the northwest to Runway 15. Shuttle pilots practice both approaches.
"It becomes like second nature so that when you become scared you don't have to worry about one part of it, which is how to fly
the approach. You know it," Cockrell said.
For the third and fourth practice landings, I moved to the front of the plane and took up what I hoped to be a stable stance for
the steep glides to come. To my left, I could see the handle that opens the stairway door, which Cockrell had warned us not to
touch.
"It's possible that if you manage to get the door to crack open a little bit, the slipstream is going to pull it open and knock it off or
something and you're going to go with it, so don't do that," he said. Instead, I planted my left hand on the metal frame behind
Ferguson's head, stepped my right leg back and bent my knees, praying I would not tumble into the cockpit. Then, the moment of
microgravity lifted my whole body.
I managed some peeks through the windows before the rude slap of gravity returned my concentration to balancing. As we careened toward ground, coming in seven times steeper than a commercial airliner, the runway looked impossibly small and surrealistic, a dollhouse version of real life. Shuttle landings occur at about 230 miles per hour and it took us less than 30 seconds to
reach that point after the STA started to dive. We hovered over the runway, simulating the exact view that Ferguson will have
when he makes the touchdown in the real, taller shuttle. Cockrell then pushed a button to take the plane out of simulation mode,
returning the engines to forward thrust, and we swooped back into the sky for another run.
"Everyone remarks that when they get the chance to land the real orbiter, it's like flying the STA only smoother," Cockrell said. "The
STA is a lighter airplane and tends to respond to gusts. You have to work harder to fly the path."
To mimic the shuttle, the pilot drops the Gulfstream's landing gear down when the plane is still flying at 288 mph, positions the
plane to begin a dive and opens up thrust reversers, which redirect the engine exhaust forward, rather than back, slowing the
aircraft. With the plane now locked in shuttle simulation mode, it's up to the shuttle pilot to glide it back toward the runway.
"It's nothing like a night aircraft carrier landing -- I can tell you that -- but it's a good thrill," Cockrell said.
"It's fairly busy although once you've done it a few hundred times it's fun."
Ferguson and his crew are scheduled to launch Atlantis on July 8 for a 12-day mission at the International Space Station. The
flight is the 135th and last in the shuttle program.
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WHO ARE WE?
A column dedicated to finding out more about who belongs to the Bristol Wing. This month we talk to our resident LAA
Assistant Coach Ron Perry:
Current Day Job/Past Career
Took early retirement in 2010 after many years as a Motor Fleet Underwriter
Why Aviation?
Joined the school ATC squadron and at 16 you were automatically sent on a gliding course to solo. I gained a Silver C badge and
then found I could get a PPL with the only requirement being 3 hours solo and a GFT. I went solo after two flights totalling 1
hour 25 minutes and completed my PPL in 8 hours 5 minutes. That’s what I call a cheap PPL!
First Flight – in What, Where and When?
A Chipmunk out of Colerne on an ATC camp
How long in the Bristol Strut/Wing?:
12 years +
Total Number of Aircraft and Hours Flown:
35 powered aircraft and 25 gliders.
1475 hours power and 1000+ gliding
Favourite and Worse Type Flown:

Best - Can’t decide between an RV9, a Falco or an Antonov AN2!
Worse - Cessna 172 ( What roll rate?)
Current Aeroplane(s):
Binder Smaragd (Piel Emeraude)
Best Aviation Moment and Flight:
Gliding - Completing a 500 km glider flight in 9 hours 27 minutes on a poor weather day.
Power - Landing at Berlin Templehof in the Smaragd
Any Aviation Heroes - if so who and why?
Sir Francis Chichester - His Navigation skills across oceans in a Moth with only a sextant and smoke floats were amazing
Any ‘Hairy’ Aviation Moments - if so – any lessons learnt?:
Engine failure over Belgium. Not really hairy but it is amazing how well the brakes work when force landing in a short field.
Aircraft Wish List – to fly or own
With a large lottery win -Technam P2006 (Twin but only 10 galls of mogas per hour)
or a Cessna Caravan (Gets in anywhere and you can sleep in the back!)
Small lottery win - Vans RV9
Any Advice For All Pilots:
Fly regularly.
Always have an escape route planned for bad weather.
Learn to glide (it helps when the engine stops!).
At some point during an accident there is a point when it could have been prevented - recognise that time!
When in trouble - icy calm.

Thanks Ron—now we know why you’re an LAA Assistant Coach—very experienced!!
Who will be our featured member next month?
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